Placement And Mounting of Optional Dash Remote:
The dash control may be mounted under the dash using its own bracket or through a custom hole in the dash. It should be within reach of the driver and in a spot where the LED is plainly visible.

Bracket Installation: The dash control mounts with two screws, which attach to the underside of the dashboard. Slide under the dash and place the dash control in its mounting position, mark the two mounting holes, drill pilot holes, and secure with two screws.

Custom Installation: For that custom, finished look, the dash control can be flush mounted directly on the dash-board (or anywhere else). Referencing the drawing right, disassemble the dash control from the mounting bracket. Drill a 9/32” (7 mm) hole in the dashboard for the control along with a 3/32” (2.3 mm) hole for the lock tab and a 1/8” (3 mm) hole(s) for the LED holder. Reassemble the dash control components on the dashboard.

Available Models

ACR-1
COMPATIBLE WITH
LC2i™, LC6i™, LC7i™,
Overdrive™ Plus, Matrix™ Plus,
6XS, The Epicenter®, LC-4.800™

ACR-2
COMPATIBLE WITH
LCQ-1™,
The Epicenter® Plus

ACR-3
COMPATIBLE WITH
DQ-61™, DQDX™, LC8i™
DM-608™, DM-810™, D-4.800™